To receive quantity discounts and presale pricing, all orders for presales must be received by May 1, 2020.

To determine your total amount, first figure your quantity discount, then apply your preorder (5%) or preorder with prepayment (10%) discount to get your total. Hymnals will be available fall 2020.

Voices Together is a new worship and song collection for the Mennonite church available for congregations in fall 2020. Representing a variety of musical styles and patterns of worship, Voices Together will contain both new songs and old favorites, as well as comprehensive indexes by topic, tune, Scripture, and first line.

Voices Together Hymnal.org

---

PEW EDITION: $32.99 CAD

The pew edition of Voices Together is designed for congregational and personal use. Custom imprinting available on 60 or more copies of the pew edition (5 or more cases) for an additional $9.99 CAD per copy.

PREORDER DISCOUNTS ON THE PEW EDITION

Pew Edition Quantity Discounts (full case quantities = 12 per case)*
- 0–4 cases (1–48 books) = no discount
- 5–9 cases (60–108 books) = 5% discount
- 10 or more cases (120+ book) = 7% discount

Preorder Discount
- Preorder = 5% discount
Preorder with payment in full by May 1, 2020 = 10% discount

Quantity discounts and presale pricing are made possible by the generous support of donors funding Voices Together. These discounts are only available on the first 10,000 copies of the pew edition.

To receive quantity discounts and presale pricing, all orders for presales must be received by May 1, 2020. To determine your total amount, first figure your quantity discount, then apply your preorder (5%) or preorder with prepayment (10%) discount to get your total. Hymnals will be available fall 2020.
**IMPRINTING**

Custom imprinting is available on 60 or more copies of the pew edition (5 or more cases) for an additional $9.99 CAD per copy ($119.88 per case of 12).

**Imprint:**
- Yes _____
- No _____

Please print what you would like to have imprinted on your hymnals (33-character limit):

---

Email address for imprint verification: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

---

*For shipping information please see the FAQ section (SHIPPING) on the Voices Together website at VoicesTogetherHymnal.org

---

**LEARN MORE AT**

VoicesTogetherHymnal.org

1-800-245-7894

www.VoicesTogetherHymnal.org